
A TIME-SAVING GUIDE FOR CREATING
CONSISTENT VALUABLE CONTENT

ACROSS ALL CHANNELS WITHOUT IT
CONSUMING YOUR LIFE.



© 2022 OC SOULUTIONS, LLC. All Rights Reserved

ABOUT US 
Our Purpose is simple: To Empower Entrepreneurs & Businesses by adding massive value 
and transforming their digital presence. We believe in empowering each other to grow, 
loyalty, respect and teamwork.

Whether you are a startup or enterprise direct selling company, an entrepreneur, coach, 
or small business owner, we can help you produce effective digital marketing assets that 
drive more traffic, sales, and profit for your business.

If you want to convert Ice Cold Prospects into Leads,
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Content Accelerator System: Making the most out of 
created content to accelerate more traffic and valuable 
content to your page.

Providing valuable and consistent content to your audience is the key to optimizing and 
growing your media channels online. While this sounds obvious, putting this theory into 
action can be difficult when you hit a creative roadblock.

How can you create valuable and consistent content for your audience if you run out of 
ideas? Fear not! With the Content Accelerator System, you will be able to efficiently create 
consistent and valuable content without hitting a creative roadblock! All it takes is creating 
videos to reproduce content for all social media platforms.

CONTENT ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

Content Accelerator System
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ACCELERATOR 1

BRAINSTORM
YOUR CONTENT



ACCELERATOR 1

BRAINSTORM
YOUR CONTENT
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which shorts should i buy

which shorts do you wear

which lululemon shorts are the best

which boxer shorts are best

which cycling shorts

which bib shorts

which cycling shorts to buy

which running shorts

which bib shorts are best

which bike shorts are the best

which running shorts are best

which etf shorts the s&p

which lululemon shorts are the longest

which assos shorts
which compression shorts are the bestwhy shorts are better than pants

why shorts in winter

why shorts ride up

why shorts should be allowed in school

why shorts is good

why do shorts ride up

why compression shorts

why bib shorts

why do shorts have netting

why do shorts have built in underwear

why do shorts have liners

why are shorts not allowed in clubs

why cargo shorts are the worst

why bike shorts are black

why are shorts so expensive

why cargo shorts are out of style

why are shorts and 100s the same price

why wear shorts over leggings

why compression shorts are good

why are shorts unprofessional

how shorts work

how shorts should fit

how shorts affect stock price

how shorts manipulate stocks

how shorts are measured

how shorts video

how shorts pattern

how shorts shrink

how shorts m
ake

shorts how to wear
shorts how long

shorts how to sew

shorts how to m
easure rise

shorts how to tie a drawstring
shorts how to stock

how do shorts work
how do shorts work in the stock m
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how
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 are shorts supposed to fit

shorts for dogs

shorts for pole dancing

shorts for big thighs

How short is too short for shorts

shorts for bigger bulge

answerthepublic.com
- Download reports on what people are 
searching for on specific topics.
Analyze content performance.
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The first step into accelerating your content is brainstorming. Providing valuable and 
consistent content to your audience is the key to optimizing and growing your media
channels online. While this sounds obvious, putting this theory into action can be difficult 
when you hit a creative roadblock.

How can you create valuable and consistent content for your audience if you run out of 
ideas? With the Content Accelerator System, you can efficiently create consistent and 
valuable content without ever running out of inspiration! 

To make life easier, have your end-goal in mind. Find out what value you want to provide 
for your audience. From there work your way to create content that will achieve those 
goals. A way to do this is to research what your target audience is searching up on the 
web, then create content that answers their frequently asked questions, or gives them 
a solution to their problems.  

Here are a few good resources for researching your target audience: 

https://answerthepublic.com/


*You can search 3 per day as a part of the free trial

You can use Buzzumo and Answerthepublic to analyze the content’s performance in any 
social media platforms.

buzzsumo.com
-Perfect for finding out what your audience is 
interested in. Analyze content performance.

quora.com
This FREE tool allows you to see what
people are asking and how you can solve 
their problems. 

Content Accelerator System
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Pinterest
- Is the perfect place to gather new ideas for any kind of
content you’re making, whether it be videos for TikTok,
carousels for Instagram, or thumbnails for YouTube.

Hubspot Content Brainstorming Key 
- With this detailed but easy-to-use Excel spreadsheet, your
content creation e�orts can be simpli�ed tremendously. All
you need to get going? A topic you want to write about.

Other Ways to Inspire Your Social Media Content Creation

Perform Competitor Research

If you’re searching for new ideas, you can start looking in your feed. We suggest routinely
exploring what kinds of content the peers in your field are finding successful, and then 
using this inspiration to create your own content. You can start your research now by 
looking at three Instagram Hubusiness accounts you deeply admire.

Content Accelerator System
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ACCELERATOR 2

ORGANIZE
YOUR CONTENT



Organizing your content helps to make it more easily identifiable. After shooting photos or 
videos, make sure to upload them to a cloud storage system like Google Drive or Dropbox 
for easy access. Keep your naming system consistent to avoid confusion. Main folders with 
content should look like this: “[Your Name/Company Name] Videos.”

Sub-folders within this main folder can be organized into categories like: 
- YouTube videos
- Facebook videos
- Instagram videos

You should also consider making separate folders for ‘completed’ and ‘posted’ videos.

ACCELERATOR 2

ORGANIZE YOUR
CONTENT

J

John Doe

John Doe
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ACCELERATOR 3

REPURPOSE
YOUR CONTENT



Once you have created content once, you can reuse and repurpose it to share on different 
social media platforms. To make this step easier, try transcribing your videos. You can do it 
yourself, or use a transcription service.

Some Of The Best Transcription Services Include:

With your transcriptions you can create:

Note: Stick around, because at the end of this e-book we will show you how to create 
each of these types of social posts!

ACCELERATOR 3

REPURPOSE
YOUR CONTENT

Video subtitles

Long posts

Quote cards

Social media posts 

Blog posts

Video with images & subtitles

Podcast

Vertical triple videos

Stories for IG, FB, Pinterest

Polls

Sheet sheets

Tweets

Pinterest pins

*FACEBOOK CREATOR STUDIO

Content Accelerator System
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https://www.rev.com/
https://www.descript.com/
https://www.transcribeme.com/


For Video Images We Recommend:

To Add Video Subtitles We Recommend:

Facebook Creator Studioveed.io Clideo

*CANVA VIDEO TEMPLATE

Content Accelerator System
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Pictory Canva Adobe Premiere Pro
& After Effects

https://www.veed.io/
https://business.facebook.com/creatorstudio/home
https://clideo.com/
https://pictory.ai/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/aftereffects.html


Web Apps by 123apps
Edit, Convert, Create

BeeCutAudio Convert

Soundcloud Apple Podcast Google Podcast

Buzzprout Spotify for Podcasters

The next step is to upload your podcast, you can create your own website page and
use some platforms as:

Can you imagine doing even more with only one piece of content? We are not done
yet! After you transcribe your videos you can extract or convert the audio, with this
you can create podcasts!, here are some platforms you can use to convert audio:

*123APPSS VIDEO EDITOR 

Content Accelerator System
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https://audio-convert.com/
https://beecut.com/
https://123apps.com/
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https://www.buzzsprout.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwwJuVBhCAARIsAOPwGAS8HyXtBhffSbfxJCum98KXpu3rxhmBFSj17nQdS96nIxmtOgVWOUwaApPHEALw_wcB
https://podcasters.spotify.com/


ACCELERATOR 4

EDIT YOUR
 CONTENT



This step is important as you will be editing your videos based on different social media 
platform requirements. In this step you will be adding the subtitles from transcribing the 
videos. Then you will put the frames in Convert and export them so that they are ready 
to be posted.

ACCELERATOR 4

EDIT YOUR
CONTENT

Like Comment Share

NexLaunch
2 min
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FACEBOOK
Dimensions:
 1080 x 1080
Time frame:

Maximum 2 minutes

Basic Social Media Platforms Requirements:
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YOUTUBE
Dimensions: 1920 x 1080

Content Accelerator System
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Share

555

100

Follow   |   For You

@NexLaunch   -  10h ago

Content Accelerator System

See translation

      Original sound

TIKTOK
Dimensions: 1080 x 1920

Time frame:

 Maximum 10 min.



���Launch

INSTASTORY
Dimensions: 1080 x 1920

Time frame:

 Maximum 15 secs.

�����

���Launch ������

���

���

��������������������������

INSTAGRAM REELS
Dimensions: 1080 x 1920

Time frame:

Maximum 30 secs.

If you want to know what social media 
platform is right for you, we recommend 

checking out.

Content Accelerator System

Liked by 98 others

NexLaunch

INSTAGRAM
Dimensions:

Square  1080x1080 
Landscape 1080 x 566 

Portrait 1080 x 1350 Video 
Time frame: 59 secs

Content Accelerator System
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https://nexlaunch.com/
https://nexlaunch.com/services/social-media-management-strategy/


ACCELERATOR 5

UPLOAD
YOUR CONTENT



Now that your content is ready, you can start uploading your videos, here are some
examples and specifications per platform:

YouTube:

Once your video is in 16:9 (1920x1080 px), it is ready to upload onto your YouTube channel. 
Once you have uploaded it, make your video unlisted before adding keywords and tags to 
your video to optimize the algorithm. Add links that direct to your social media page or to 
opt into your landing page. 

A great way to make your channel look professional is to create a playlist for each theme
so that your audience can easily access the content that they want

Facebook:

Upload your edited video 1:1 (720x720 px) to Facebook.
You can also schedule your post through the planner.

Instagram:

Take the (720x720 px) video and
add a caption before uploading it to
your Instagram page.

Instagram Videos time limit is
59-seconds long.

Reels are 30-seconds long,
and Stories are 15-seconds long.

TikTok:

Take your video (1080x1920 px)
add a caption before uploading it
time limit is 10 minutes long.

Don’t forget the hashtags!

ACCELERATOR 5

UPLOAD YOUR
CONTENT

Content Accelerator System
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How To Create Quote Cards

To do this you will take the transcription from whichever platform you used earlier and 
put the text in front of quote card images. You can adjust the size of the background 
according to whichever platform you are posting on.

Background examples:
- Yourself
- Nature
- Buildings
- Lifestyle image
- Screenshot of the video

Tools you can use to create your quote cards:

How To Post Quote Cards

Just post as you usually would. You can preplan your posts with these resources.
You will find a list of the best options for planning your content on the next page.

PicMonkey Canva Adobe Express

*CANVA QUOTE TEMPLATE CREATION

Content Accelerator System
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https://www.picmonkey.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.adobe.com/express/
https://www.postplanner.com/
https://sproutsocial.com/


How To Create Blog Posts

Using the transcription from Acceletator 3 you can create a blog post with the trans-
cription and upload it to your website.

How To Create Long Posts

Repurpose video posts from a while back and transcribe them to make a long post. To 
make it “social media” friendly, you can add emojis between the text. You can also make 
2 variations of it for Facebook and Instagram. For Instagram you can add hashtags 
between the text and at the end of the paragraph.

How To Upload Long Posts

- Instagram: Because you can’t post a link in the captions of an Instagram post, it is
important to indicate to “click on the link in the bio to watch.”

- Facebook: When you upload your long post on your Facebook account, you can 
paste the YouTube link in the caption.

How To Utilize The Insta Story Features

With Instagram Stories, you can do the following:
- Polls
- Giveaways
- Story highlights
- Swipe to call to action and more!
 

Here are some platforms
we suggest using for
planning your posts:

- MeetEdgar   meetedgar.com
- Schedulgram   schedulgram.com
- PostPlanner   postplanner.com
- Hootsuite   hootsuite.com
- Sprout Social   sproutsocial.com
- Canva   canva.com (The premium subscription of “canva.com” 
allows you to schedule and preplan your posts.)
- Meta Business Suite   business.facebook.com
You can even preplan your posts and stories on the meta business suite.

Content Accelerator System
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https://meetedgar.com/
https://schedulgram.com/
https://www.postplanner.com/
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ACCELERATOR 6

MONETIZE WITH
YOUR CONTENT



ROI stands for Return on Investment. As a marketer, you should be asking yourself as 
you create content “What kind of return am I getting from these platforms?” and
“How can I monetize from these platforms?”

Facebook Custom Audiences

Whenever you run Facebook ads you can target people who have interacted with 
your website during the past 30 days, 60 days, and up to 180 days. You can even 
create a custom audience depending on the “heat” of your prospect.

ACCELERATOR 5

MONETIZE WITH
YOUR CONTENT

*WEBSITE CUSTOM AUDIENCE
EXAMPLE

For example an audience 
member that has no idea 
what you or your business 
does is considered to be a 
cold prospect.

As you are trying to bring 
awareness to them a
prospect who has been to 
your social media pages, 
but has not followed your 
page yet is considered to 
be a warm audience.

They have heard of
you before, but have
not followed through
to purchase.

Content Accelerator System
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Creating Retargeting Ads

You can boost a video for views if you do not have any followers yet after posting it.
At this point, you are trying to gain more awareness of your page through the views.
You want to give your prospect value before you ask them to do something for you.

Afterward, you can create a custom audience of people who have viewed between
50% an  95% of your video. A retargeting ad might indicate something like this:
"If this type of topic interests you and you'd like to take it to an entirely different level,
I'm hosting a webinar shortly and I'd love for you to join me.”

Studies show that 96% of first-time website visitors are not ready to buy. Unfortunately, 
if a visitor doesn’t opt into your mailing list or buy one of your products - you have lost 
the opportunity to market to them unless you use retargeting.

If someone visits your website and doesn’t convert, it doesn’t mean they aren’t interes-
ted; it just means that they weren’t interested at that particular time. In the current era 
of perpetual distractions, there are plenty of reasons why a potentially good customer 
wouldn’t purchase from you on their first interaction with your brand.

*FB CUSTOM AUDIENCE
EXAMPLE

Content Accelerator System
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CONTENT
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SYSTEM

Let’s Recap What We’ve Learned!

= CAS

ACCELERATOR 1
BRAINSTORM

ACCELERATOR 6
MONETIZE

ACCELERATOR 5
UPLOAD

ACCELERATOR 4
EDIT

ACCELERATOR 3
REPURPOSE

ACCELERATOR 2
ORGANIZE



Download and fill out your own Content Accelerator System Worksheet. 

BONUS

Download Now!

CONTENT ACCELERATOR SYSTEM
WORKSHEET

Content Accelerator System
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https://nexlaunch.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/NL_CAS_Spreadsheet.pdf


Now that you have discovered the content accelerator system, it’s time to try it
for yourself and start making the most out of your content! 

If you found value in this ebook, and would like to start implementing this now,
talk to a specialist today:

WHAT’S NEXT?

INTENTIONALLY and
PREDICTABLY Transform Ice
Cold Prospects into Leads,
Sales, Advocates and
Promoters

Content Accelerator System
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https://nexlaunch.com/contact/
https://nexlaunch.com/CVJ/



